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Graphene oxide and graphite filled polyester composites were prepared by using conventional melt-mixing
methods in order to improve tribological performance of polyester. It was investigated friction stability,
microhardness, friction coefficient, and specific wear rate of the composites in details. It was found that the
presence of graphite and graphene oxide influenced friction coefficient and wear rate of the composites.
Graphene oxide decreased wear rate with increasing of test speed and graphite decreased wear rate for
composite for all speeds. Tribological performance of the polyester/graphene composites is mainly attributed
to bigger thermal conductivity for graphene, which can easily dissipate the heat which appears during the
friction process at bigger forces. The positive influence of graphite on coefficient of friction (COF) of the
composites is the result of the clivage of graphite layers during the loadings due to van der Waals weak
bonds between the graphite layers.
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The crystalline lamellar structure of graphite allows the
basal planes to slide easily over one another without
disintegrating and thus makes it an effective solid lubricant.
The lubricity behaviour is ascribed to the C-C bonding
between the individual carbon atoms and to the van der
Waals bonding forces between the planes and the presence
of condensable vapors such as water. This super lubricity
has been explained by the incommensurability between
rotated graphite layers [1]. Graphite, in general, is added in
friction composites to smoothen the unwanted fluctuations
with operating parameters [2]. The slipperiness of graphite
is not an intrinsic property. The presence of vapors, such as
water, is required for graphite to lubricate in vacuum or dry
environments, the friction and wear rate of graphite are
high. A widely accepted explanation involves weakening
of the binding force between basal planes near the surface,
thereby allowing these planes to shear easily. This
weakening results from proposed chemisorption or
intercalation of vapor molecules near the surface, leading
to an increase in the interlayer spacing between near
surface basal planes [3]. As the building block of graphite,
graphene also exhibited low friction both in atmospheric
environment [4] and an ultra high vacuum condition [5].
Since the discovery of graphene, which is the basic layer
of carbon atoms, while graphite is a superposition of
graphene layers, there have been studied the mechanical,
thermal and tribologic properties of graphene as well as
their influence in the polymer composites. Tribologic
properties of graphenes have been studied using AFM, and
it has been found that they have a different behavior from
that of graphite. It has also been found that friction force,
which appears between graphene and tip, decreases in
accordance with the increase of layers numbers, due to
van der Waals forces which appear between tip and the
graphene layer, thus being independent from value of the
force applied to tip [4, 6]. The friction force which appears
between tip of the AFM and the graphene is 5 times bigger
compared with the friction force which appears between
graphite and the tip of AFM which are influenced by testing
speed. This kind of velocity dependence has been
explained by the thermally activated stick-slip effect [4].

The variation of friction with the number of layers of
graphene was attributed to the effect of electron-phonon
coupling [5] as well as to puckering effect [7]. It was
reported that bulk graphite has higher friction than onelayer and two-layer graphene, whereas it was observed
that friction on graphene approaches that of graphite as
the number of layers increases. Graphene layers with more
than 5 layers exhibited friction properties similar to those
of bulk graphite [7]. Friction coefficient of graphenes stored
on a Si substratum was measured as having the value 0.10.15 [8] or 0.02 [9]. This tendency depends on the bonds
established between graphene and the support material.
The stronger the bonds the faster the tendency is to
disappear [10].
There has been studied the graphene influence on
tribological properties of the composites formed with
different polymers. For poly-ether-ether-ketone
composites, the wear rate increased 3 times, while the
friction coefficient has almost the same values as basic
matrix. These influences are due to hardness reduction
with 20-25%. This lower hardness indicates that the
material is more prone to plastic deformation, thereby
enhancing the wear [11, 12]. However graphene oxide
improves the friction coefficient of the composite formed
with PEEK or PTFE, due to chemical bonds formed with
these [13-15]. The friction coefficient of epoxy, Ni 3Al,
zirconia or tungsten carbide-graphene composite reduces
indicating that the addition of graphene could form a
protection layer during sliding process [16–21]. Graphene
oxide in the composite formed with polyacrylonitrile
reduces de friction coefficient 3 times and the wear rate 4
times, and the good tribological performance of the
composite was due to the stress and thermal transfer of
carbon-based components [22–24]. Graphene oxide has
the same powerful influence in the composite formed with
epoxy, when the wear rate is reduced with 90% while the
wear coefficient increased when it is associated with the
wrinkled surface morphology of GO [25, 26]. The influence
of the graphene oxide on the wear rate of the composites
formed with nylon is manifested by its reduction with 92%
while the friction coefficient is decreased with 14%.
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However, wear rates of nylon with graphene oxide
nanocomposites slightly decrease with the increase in load.
It is known that graphene, as filler with high strength and
high thermal conductivity, can improve the load carrying
capacity and transmission of frictional heat of the
composites [27–29]. The high wear resistance of the MoS2,
or zinc sulfide–reduced graphene oxide composites is
mainly attributed to the enhanced toughness of the
composites and the synergistic effect of the reduced
graphene oxide and MoS2 or zinc sulfide [30], [31]. The
same synergistic effect was suggested to be an
explanation for lower friction coefficient in polyimide–
graphene oxide nanocomposites [32].
Graphite also has a strong influence on tribological
properties in the composite it forms with polyethylene, thus
the wear rate has increased with 97%, due to the existence
of graphite aggregates, and the residual acid and exposed
reactive groups on graphite which result in poor interfacial
interaction with the matrix, leading to load transfer failure
from polymer matrix to nanofiller [12]. In the composite
formed with epoxy and silicon carbide wear rate was
decreased with 50%, by the process of transfer film on the
contact surface. Addition of graphite in glass–epoxy
composite exhibits lower weight loss, whose value drops
as the percentage of graphite increases in the composite
[33]. Under lower loads, for example, composite with
medium-size graphite particles showed high coefficient
of friction (COF) while under high pressure conditions (3
and 4 MPa) composite with large-sized graphite particles
showed highest COF. Composites with small-size graphite
particles showed lowest range of COF under highest
pressure–speed conditions. In general, magnitude of COF
was specific to both, particle size of graphite and pressure–
speed conditions. This was attributed to the fact that the
mechanical interlocking of the asperities was high and
the shear stress induced asperity deformation was
insignificant causing the formation of underdeveloped
contact patches [2]. Friction coefficient for polyester was
measured as being 0.49 [34] or 0.8 [35]. To date, the friction
reduction and wear resistance of graphene oxide/polyester
have been rarely referred to. In this study, the tribological
behaviors of the graphene oxide and graphite/ polyester
composites are investigated, as we aim to develop a simple
and feasible route for fabricating graphene/polyester

composites. It is anticipated that these composites may
find large potential applications in automotive industry, not
only for their excellent thermal and mechanical properties
but also for their potential friction and wear reduction.

Experimental part
Materials and methods
Graphite was purchased from KOH-I-NOOR, and the
medium size of the graphite particles was of 50ìm. Polyester
resin (Norsodyne H 13 271 TA), was supplied by Rompolymer.
Graphene oxide was obtained from graphite using
Staudenmaier method. The chemical reactions used to obtain
graphite oxide are shown in figure 1 and figure 2, and the
chemical reactions used for polyester with graphite or
graphene oxide composites are shown in figure 3.The
manufacturing process of composites took place in a normal
atmosphere with humidity of 30%. Concentrations of fillers
from composites are 0.05, 0.1%wt and 0.15%wt.There were
used symbols G 0.05, G 0.1, G 0.15 for polyester with
graphite composites with concentrations of 0.05, 0.1,
0.15%wt graphite and GO 0.05, GO 0.1, GO 0.15 for
polyester with graphene oxide composites with
concentrations of 0.05, 0.1%wt, 0.15%wt graphene oxide.
For pure polyester it was used symbol P.
Graphite is one of the most common and cheapest
allotropes of carbon. Graphite can be transformed to
graphene by the chemical process at moderate
temperatures, inoxidizing-hydrogen environment. In other
words, the dissolution of graphene sheets in graphite is
assessed by a wedging process. In an oxidizing acid
environment, in the presence of oxygen radical, C-C bonds
breaking occurs in the same time with formation of
functional groups.
In extreme conditions of oxidation, carbon dioxide is
formed. This process leads to the formation of graphite
network goals. These goals can be observed in a
perpendicular plane to the graphitic network.
Among the functional groups of graphene oxide and
hydrogen and oxygen atoms from the polyester matrix can
be performed strong chemical bonds such as hydrogen
bonds. Besides these links, chemical bonds van der Waals
type can also be achieved, which are weaker but in a large
number.

Fig. 1. The graphite transformation into
graphene oxide by chemical process

Fig. 3. Representation of
chemical interactions
between graphene and
functional groups of
unsaturated polyester
matrix in the composite

Fig.2. Plan view of oxidized graphene
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The block-on-ring test has been performed in an
atmosphere with humidity of 50% at room temperature on
the CEMTUMT-2 tester. Each test has been performed on 5
samples from each material, with the following dimensions
L lxh = 45 x 8 x 4 mm3. As counterpart ring it has been
used a stainless steel ring which is outside ring of KBS
30202 bearing. For each test it has been used a ring which
was cleaned with acetone before and after the test and
dried in the open air. Testing speeds are 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 m/s,
and the testing distance is 3000 m, the loads are 5 N, 10 N,
15 N, which means 9 different test types for each material.
Determination of the wear rate has been made by
calculating mass loss, and the samples and rings have
been weighed before and after testing with AB204-S/FACT
scales from Mettler Toledo with accuracy of 10-4 g.
Results and discussions
Wear is not a substantial property. The dependence of
wear on so many variables (applied load, sliding velocity,
counterface roughness, sliding media, temperature,
humidity etc.) addresses the fact that there is no individual
parameter that can represent wear response.

Friction coefficient
There are two main mechanisms which contribute to
the friction between polymers and steel. These are
adhesion and abrasive and their relative contribution
depends on the load, roughness, sliding speed, humidity,
as well as on the chemical, mechanical, and geometrical
properties. On rough surfaces the deformation component
is significant, while on smooth surfaces the adhesion
becomes more important. In general, friction coefficient
decreases, increases, or stabilizes, depending on the
formation of thin polymer film, changing in the ploughing
friction component due to changing of interface topography
[36]. According to the measurements made with AFM,

graphene has a bigger COF comparing with that of the
graphite [4-7]. This paper studies graphite and graphene
oxide influence on composites formed with polyester. The
load, sliding speed, and sliding distance are the main
parameters influencing the friction and weight loss. Figure
4 shows the influence of speed, force and sliding distance
on COF. As can be observed in figure 4 a, b for pure polyester
and G 0.05, COF is not significantly influenced by load force,
while for GO 0.15, COF increases at the same time with
increase of speed. Graphene oxide increases the COF of
the GO 0.05 composites, while the graphite decreases COF
in G 0.05 composites, as it is smaller than pure polyester.
Figure 4 c, d shows the COF influence on GO 0.1 and G 0.1
composites by load force. The increase of graphene oxide
influence leads to decrease of COF, below that of pure
polyester and it is influenced by load force. Friction COF of
GO 0.1 is smaller than that of pure polyester but bigger
than that of G 0.1. This is due to stronger cleavage of graphite
bulk than in graphene oxide. Figure 4 e, f shows the
decrease of COF for G 0.15 and GO 0.15, where the
decrease is bigger for G 0.15 as it was expected. Figure 4
a-e shows that for polyester COF is not significantly
influenced by testing speed and load speed. For polyester
with graphene oxide and polyester with graphite, COF
decreases at the same time with increase of additives
concentration, as the tendency for polyester with graphene
oxide composites is to decrease below the values obtained
for pure polyester.
The positive influence of graphite on COF of composites
is due to cleavage of graphite layers during loading
determined by van der Waals weak bonds between the
graphite layers. The bigger the graphite concentration in
the composite, the more cleavage points appears, which
leads to COF decrease.
In diagrams shown in figure 4, graphene oxide in small
concentrations has a negative influence of COF on

Fig. 4. Speed and testing force
influence on COF
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Fig. 5. COF, wear rate vs load
and sliding speed

composites formed with polyester, but, at the same time
while increasing the graphene oxide concentration it can
be observed a decrease of COF, as for bigger load forces,
COF is below that of pure polyester. This decrease of COF
while load force increases, can be explained as the high
thermal conductivity of graphene which allows fast
elimination of heat from contact zone. This is also due to
bigger COF of graphene comparing with that of graphite.
Medium COF of polyester with graphite composites is
situated in the 0.2-0.4 range, which are smaller medium
values compared with those of pure polyester, which has
medium values of COF in the 0.3-0.5 range.
Figure 5 a,c,e shows speed influence on the medium
values of COF for load F = 5 N. For the same load and
increasing speed, graphite influence on medium COF
positive, decreasing its values at the same time with
increase of graphite concentration. Thus, for G 0.15 the
medium COF values are approximately 50% smaller than
those of pure polyester. The same tendency is manifested
with polyester with graphene oxide composites. Figure 5
b, d, f shows medium values of COF for the testing speed
v = 0.25 m/s. For the same load force it can be observed
that COF decreases at the same time with the increase of
graphite concentration, which is smaller than that of pure
polyester for G 0.05 and G 0.15. The same tendency is
manifested with graphene oxide composites, as COF
decreases at the same time with the increase of graphene
oxide concentration. The increase of graphene oxide
concentration leads to the decrease of medium values of
COF, but the medium values of COF for graphene oxide
composites are bigger compared with those of polyester
with graphite composites. The influence of graphite on
friction of composite increased with speed increase and
all polyester/graphite composites had COF 10-49% lower
than pure polyester for all tests which had sliding speed v
MATERIALE PLASTICE ♦ 55♦ No. 1 ♦ 2018

= 0.75 m/s. This is due to bigger cleavage of graphite layers
compared with that of graphene oxide layers and of smaller
friction coefficient of graphite compared with that of
graphene oxide. Graphene oxide decreased COF only for
GO 0.1, as this composite had COF 7-44% smaller than
pure polyester. The influence of graphene oxide in GO 0.05
and G 0.15 also increased friction. This was in correlation
with bigger value of COF for graphene than graphite.

Specific Wear Rate
Specific Wear Rate (the volume loss per unit sliding
distance, divided by the load) is the volume from the tested
material which was lost because of friction, divided by the
load and the sliding velocity. The wear rate of the materials
was calculated using formula 1 [37]:
(1)

where:
Ws - specific wear rate [mm3/N·m], FN - applied normal
force [N], ν- velocity [m/s], ρ - density [kg/mm3], ∆m mass loss [kg], ∆t - time interval [s].
Figure 5 a, c, e shows that addition with graphite and
graphene oxide increases the wear rate in composites
formed with polyester. For F = 5 N it can be observed that
when the speed increases the proportions between wear
rate of the composites and pure polyester are kept. All
composites have bigger wear rates than pure polyester,
except for G 0.15 and GO 0.15 composites, which are tested
at the speed of 0.5 m/s. When analyzing the data in figure
5 b,d,e it can be observed that if the speed is constant (v =
0.25 m/s) and the value of the load force increases, Ws
values decrease for the value F = 10 N, and the value F =
15 N increases but below the values obtained for F = 5 N.
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Fig. 6. Friction stability vs sliding
speed

It can be concluded that for small load forces the biggest
values of Ws can be obtained. Graphite decreased wear
rate for composite for all speeds. During the test with v =
0.75 m/s, composites with graphite had a 44-90% smaller
wear rate than pure polyester, which was the result of
cleavage between graphite layers. Graphene oxide
decreased wear rate with increasing of speed and, for v =
0.75 wear rate of composite was 13-93% smaller than pure
polyester.

Friction stability
The friction behavior was further analyzed in terms of
percentage friction stability against the applied speed in
figure 6. Friction stability was calculated with formula 2:
(2)

The higher the stability range the better the performance
rating of a material under the set of selected operating
parameters is. If such curve is flat and does not show
undulations, the friction material is rated as having
minimum sensitivity towards load or speed. The sharper
the slope, the poorer the rating of performance is. The
unstable nature of friction layers is reported to be influenced
by mechano-chemical and surface energy interactions,
which vary with the nature of the composition due to the
difference in particle size of nanofiller. The formation of

the operating friction film at the interface between
composite and ring has been reported to follow
fundamentally two different mechanistic pathways. The
first path involves the transfer of material to the interface
at high temperatures which subsequently disintegrates into
micron sized third body debris. The second pathway
involves the formation of two layer bodies, i.e.,
independently both at the ring and at the composite surface
where the compositional difference between the two
forms the driving potential to friction stabilization [2].
Medium and maximum values of COF are measured in
the wear area steady state, where the wear regime is
stabilized. As seen in figure 7, the stability range of
composite was P (74-96%), GO 0.05 (80-96%), GO 0.1
(73-97%), GO 0.15 (86-99%), G 0.05 (71-94%), G 0.1 (7595%), G 0.15 (76-90%). With increase in severity of
parameters friction stability was drastically reduced and
its deviation as a function of pressure increased. The extent,
however, was composition specific. The best behavior from
these points of view was exhibited by GO 0.15 and the
friction stability decreases in following order: G 0.15, GO
0.05, G 0.1, P, G 0.05 and GO 0.1. The GO 0.15 range of
stability variation (86-99%) was lowest and the slope was
minimal. This could be results of bond between graphene
oxide and polyester which results in thinnest film transfer
on ring, as seen in figure 8 a.

Fig. 7. Film transfer for a) GO
0.15; b) P; c) G 0.15 for v = 0.75
m/s and F = 15N
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Fig. 8. Mass loss vs sliding
speed or load for sample
and ring (counterface)

Film transfer
When a polyester composite slides over a counterface
steel ring, without lubricants, if the adhesive bonds formed
between composite and steel ring become stronger than
the cohesive bond of the composite, some parts of the
composites are transferred onto the steel ring forming a
transfer film, another part of the composites is removed,
forming wear debris. The transfer film can change the
contact conditions between the counterpart and the
surface, thus influencing the wear response and the
magnitude of the wear rate [19, 38–55].
Composites transfer occurs sequentially and layers are
formed by an agglomeration of wear particles both
composites and steel. The layer increases in length and
width as function of sliding distance. The transfer film may
be in the form of rugged block adhering to the metallic
surface. There are few factors that determine the transfer
of the composites: the deformation of surface asperities
of composite under load, the adherence of composite to
counterface and the fracture of composite in the substrate.
The first stage of composites wear is abrasion, which
involves eliminating superficial roughness due to
technological process, also known as running in. After
eliminating the roughness, the transfer film reaches its
maximum dimensions, the steady state wear type is
installed. Transfer film formation is influenced by bonds
formed between the composite and the counterface. The
stronger the bonds, the smaller the wear is. As shown in
figure 4 all materials have the same running in period, as
graphite and graphene reduced this area in the composites
they form with polyester.
As figure 7 shows, the transfer film formed by pure
polyester on the counterface is bigger than those formed
by polyester/graphite and polyester/graphene oxide
composites. This is due to the fact that wear debris of the
MATERIALE PLASTICE ♦ 55♦ No. 1 ♦ 2018

composites acts as a third body. The two-body abrasion
takes place when hard counterface asperities plow and
cause plastic deformation or fracture of the softer material
(in our case, polyester); while the three-body abrasion
occurs when hard abrasive particles or wear debris are
introduced into the sliding contact either as products of
two-body abrasion [56]. Further, it was found that the
released particles of graphene oxide/ polyester and
graphite/polyester composite as wear debris during sliding
of contact surface at high rotation speed act as three body
roller bearings so they reduce film transfer on counterface
and COF. The third body is not uniform in the running in
wear area, where the biggest COF is usually recorded and
the wear rate is bigger. After the wear debris accumulates
and the third body is formed, COF stabilizes its oscillations
around the medium value being smaller and wear rate
being smaller, too.
If the interfacial bonding is stronger than cohesive of
the weaker material, then this material is fractured and
the polymer transfer takes place, otherwise fracture occurs
at the interface. As a rule, in polymers the surface forces
and forces acting between polymer chains are nearly equal
and fracture often occurs in the bulk of polymers. This is
not always the case. It was observed for metal–polymer
contact that metal is transferred to the polymer surface
under certain conditions [57].
Table 1 also shows COF, ring mass loss and sample
mass loss. The additives influence on COF has been shown
previously where the graphite slightly reduces COF and
graphene oxide increases COF. The influence of those on
sample mass loss is negligible, while ring mass loss is
strongly influenced by their presence. If we study the mass
loss values for counterface it can be observed that the
fillers have a significant influence on the abrasive behavior
of the polyester sample on counterface, which decreases
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Table 1
FRICTION PARAMETERS FOR v = 0.75 m/s, F = 15 N

Microhardness Vickers has been determined by using
the equation 3:
(3)

a few times. This abrasive behavior, which is much smaller
for composites compared with the pure polyester,
demonstrates that the additives used do not only influence
the friction coefficient of the material but also its durity.
Analyzing tests results it can be observed that the adhesion
to counterface is strongly influenced by the presence of
the additives. Graphene oxide and graphite, besides the
lubrication effect, also decrease the counterface wear and
form the third body which has the role of roller bearing.
Due to easily forming the third body in the polyester/
graphiteand polyester/graphene oxide composites, as well
as the roller bearing behavior, the counterface wear is a
few times smaller comparing with the counterface wear
when pure polyester is tested, (fig. 8).
Figure 9 a, b shows a smooth surface on graphene oxide
flake on the surface between composite and counterface.
Figure 9 c, d shows wrinkled graphite flakes on the contact
surface between composite and counterface.

where:
νHV - microhardness Vickers [N/mm2], F - applied load
[N], S - the surface area of the resulting indentation [mm2],
d - diagonal of the indentation left in the surface of the
material after removal of the load [mm];
Tests have been made on PMT-3 tester, value of applied
force of identer being 0,2 N.
From the tests made on graphene and graphite resulted
big differences between the microhardness Vickers and
the two materials, while graphene’s hardness is 10 times
bigger than graphite [58]. Graphene hardness decreases
in accordance with the number of layers from 0,95 TPa
for a layer to 0,27 TPa for two layers, having the hardness
of 0,1 TPa for graphenes with more than four layers [59].
The influence of different allotrope of carbon on hardness
of composites was studied using Vickers method thus,
carbon nanotubes decrease the hardness of composites
formed with epoxy [60, 61], as graphite contributes to
increasing hardness in composites they form [62], while
graphen oxide increases microhardness of composites
[27,63–68].
The hardness of composites influences both composite
wear rate and wear of parts the composite is in contact
with.
Figure 10 shows the additives influence on the hardness
of composites formed with polyester. As can be seen,
hardness of composites with graphene oxide is bigger
compared with hardness of composites formed by graphite
with polyester as well as hardness of pure polyester. These
values are in accordance with the fact that graphene has a
bigger hardness than graphite. Cleavage of graphite layers
influence hardness of composites they form with polyester
as well. Wear rate is inversely proportional to hardness,
which is also shown by bigger wear rate of graphene oxide
composites in comparison with polyester and composites
formed by polyester with graphite.

Fig. 10.
Microhardness
Vickers for P,
G, GO

Fig. 9. SEM images for GO 0.15 a) magnitude 8000x; b) magnitude
20000x; G 0.15 c) magnitude 3000x; d) magnitude 12000x, tested at F
= 15 N, v = 0.75 m/s.

Microhardness Vickers
The mechanical performance of the products was
evaluated with the Vickers microhardness test. The
average values of at least five points of the randomly
selected regions in each sample are reported. The influence
of graphite and graphene oxide concentration on the
microhardness (Vickers scale) behavior in composites is
given in figure 10. The change in hardness is given as a
function of fillers concentration. Each sample is subjected
to 40 indentations where the distance between the indents
has been kept >4d, where ‘d’ is the diagonal of the
indentation, in order to avoid overlapping of any possible
crack propagation.
108

Thus it can be concluded that materials with the biggest
hardness also have the biggest COF values. Wear rate is
influenced by hardness of composites and thus materials
have the biggest hardness and the smallest wear rate.
Conclusions
The influence of graphene oxide and graphite on
tribological behavior of polyester matrix composites has
been studied using block-on-ring test. Graphite has a better
influence than graphene oxide in friction of composites.
All polyester/graphite composites had COF 10-49% lower
than pure polyester for all tests which had sliding speed v
= 0.75 m/s. The positive influence of graphite on COF of
the composites is the result of the clivage of graphite layers
during the loadings due to van der Waals weak bonds
between the graphite layers. The bigger the graphite
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concentration in composites, the more clivage points
appear, which leads to COF decrease. Graphene oxide in
small concentrations has a negative influence of COF in
composites formed with polyester, but if the graphene oxide
concentration is increased, COF decreases. Graphene
oxide decreased COF only for GO 0.1, this composite had
COF 7-44% smaller than pure polyester. For bigger load
forces COF is below that of pure polyester. This is due to
bigger thermal conductivity of graphene which can easily
dissipate the heat which appears during the friction process
at bigger forces. Graphite decreased wear rate for
composites for all speed. During the test with v = 0.75 m/
s, composites with graphite had a 44-90% smaller wear
rate than pure polyester, which was the result of cleavage
between graphite layers. Graphene oxide decreased wear
rate with increasing of speed, and for v = 0.75 wear rate of
composite was 13-93% smaller than pure polyester. The
best friction stability has GO 0.15 (86-99%), followed by G
0.15 (76-90%), which is due to the stronger chemical bonds
between the graphene oxide and polyester, as besides the
van der Waals bonds, there are also hydrogen bonds
between carbonyl and carboxyl groups from the graphene
oxide and ester groups from the polyester matrix. The
transfer film formed by pure polyester on the counterface
is bigger than those formed by polyester/graphite and
polyester/graphene oxide composites. This is due to the
fact that wear debris of the composites acts as a third
body roller bearings. This is due to strong adhesion of
polyester on the ring surface compared with composites.
Microhardness of composites with graphene oxide is bigger
compared with hardness of composites formed by graphite
with polyester as well as hardness of pure polyester.
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